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Introduction to 2021-2022 Edi-
tion

The 2021-2022 Edition of Media, Advertising, & Enter-
tainment Law Throughout the World includes updates to
coverage of the laws of 7 jurisdictions and coverage of 2 new
jurisdictions:

E Chapter 2: Australia
E New Chapter 5A: Bulgaria
E Chapter 6: Canada (Excluding the Province of Quebec)
E Chapter 9: Czech Republic
E Chapter 21: Korea
E New Chapter 27A: Nigeria
E Chapter 30A: Romania
E Chapter 31: Russial
E Chapter 39: Vietnam
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Preface

The spheres of Media, Advertising, and Entertainment
are more international in focus now than ever. The legisla-
tion affecting these industries can vary markedly depending
upon jurisdiction, and lawyers and business persons regu-
larly are confronted with a bewildering array of foreign rules
and regulations that they need to comprehend. This publica-
tion is designed to help those who wish to have a sound
understanding of the laws and regulations pertaining to
media, advertising, and entertainment across all major com-
mercial centers in the world.

This book was conceived by the Media, Advertising &
Entertainment Practice Group of MULTILAW under the
chairmanship of Susan Grogan Faller of Frost Brown Todd
LLC. MULTILAW is one of the world’s leading associations
of independent law firms with over 80 member firms in more
than 100 countries. Member firms of MULTILAW have, with
great enthusiasm, contributed to this book with the aim of
assisting all those confronted with legal issues in the areas
of media, advertising, and entertainment. Special thanks
must go to Andrew B. Ulmer of Frost Brown Todd LLC who
served as Editor-in-Chief of this book from its inception until
2016. Without his dedication, this work would never have
come to fruition.

I sincerely hope that you will benefit from this book and
find it a practical and useful guide providing quick and suc-
cinct answers to the legal concerns that you come across
every day.

Hope P. Krebs
Chair of MULTILAW
Partner at Duane Morris LLP in Philadelphia, PA USA
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How to Use This Publication

With the continuing trend of globalization and foreign
market entry in many industries, companies and individuals
involved in the media, advertising, entertainment, and art
trade industries must adapt to disparate legal systems and
standards as they cross international borders. This book is
intended to facilitate such entry into foreign markets by
providing a summary of the media, advertising, and enter-
tainment laws in various countries, as well as discussion of
art law in these countries. As this book provides a general
overview of these laws, it is not intended to be an exhaustive
treatise touching on every legal issue that might arise.
Should the reader encounter an issue not addressed in this
book, the reader should contact the listed authors or other
attorneys in the relevant countries for further information.

The chapters in this book are organized under a uniform
system of headings and sections, to ease navigation through
the book and comparison between laws of different countries.
The headings and sections are organized as follows.

Media Law

Sources

The sections under this heading describe the basic
principles of media law in the subject countries, and how
those principles are embodied in a constitution or similar
instrument. In addition, these sections list and summarize
relevant statutory sources of media law, as well as any rele-
vant case law. These sections thus provide a general legal
background for those who have entered or seek to enter a
media market in a particular country.

Regulatory Framework

These sections describe the regulatory framework sur-
rounding the publishing industry, the broadcasting industry,
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and the online services industry in the subject countries.
These sections also describe the media regulators and their
core competencies, as well as the role of the public sector in
the media industry. These sections thus summarize the
administrative and regulatory obstacles that are faced by
those in the media industry in the subject countries. The
reader will find that the number and types of obstacles vary
significantly depending on the particular country, including
ownership restrictions and censorship issues, among others.

Defamation

The sections on defamation discuss the sources of defa-
mation law, the definition and subdivisions of defamation,
and the main elements or factors of defamation claims in the
subject countries. These sections also discuss the types of
relief available for those whose defamation claims are suc-
cessful, as well as the defenses that may be invoked by those
faced with a defamation claim. While every country included
in this book has laws on defamation, there are significant
nuances that differ among the countries. For instance, some
acts of defamation will result in criminal liability in addition
to civil liability in some countries. The reader will also find
that the defenses available to those accused of defamation
can vary depending on the country at issue.

Invasion of Privacy

As technology continues to advance, the threat of privacy
invasions clearly increases, particularly with respect to
personal data. Of course, privacy invasions may also arise
from more “old fashioned” bases, such as paparazzi snapping
photos of individuals in private places. Media companies
should be particularly concerned with invasion of privacy
claims, as such claims can be triggered based on how news
about individuals is gathered and presented to the public,
and the standards markedly vary internationally. These sec-
tions of the book discuss the sources of privacy law, the defi-
nition and subdivisions of invasion of privacy, and the main
elements or factors of invasion of privacy claims in the
subject countries. These sections also discuss the types of
relief available for those whose invasion of privacy claims
are successful, as well as the defenses that may be invoked
by those faced with an invasion of privacy claim.
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Right of Publicity

Not all countries currently recognize a right of publicity.
For those that do, the sections under this heading discuss
the sources of publicity law, the definition and subdivisions
of the right of publicity, and the main elements or factors of
right of publicity claims in the subject countries. These sec-
tions also discuss the types of relief available for those whose
right of publicity claims are successful, as well as the defen-
ses that may be invoked by those faced with a right of public-
ity claim. The reader will find that, in some countries, there
is a bit of overlap between right of publicity law and privacy
law, advertising law, or even copyright law.

Advertising Law

Sources

Running an advertisement in a foreign country is often
not just a matter of observing differences between markets,
demographics, and language. The reader will find that, while
a given advertisement may be legally permissible in one
country, the same advertisement may be legally impermis-
sible in another country, such that certain advertisements
may need to be carefully tailored to comply with the legal
framework of the country in which the advertisement will be
published or broadcast. These sections of the book describe
the basic principles of advertising law in the subject
countries, and the extent to which a constitution or similar
instrument plays a role in the advertising context. In addi-
tion, these sections list and summarize relevant statutory
sources of advertising law, as well as any relevant case law.

False Advertising

These sections discuss the sources of false advertising
law, the definition and subdivisions of false advertising, and
the main elements or factors of false advertising claims in
the subject countries. These sections also discuss the types
of relief available for those whose false advertising claims
are successful, as well as the defenses that are available
against false advertising claims. In addition, the authors
provide examples of advertising claims that have been found
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false or misleading; and advertising claims that were alleged
to be false or misleading, but were ultimately found not to
be false or misleading. A section under this heading also ad-
dresses the type of evidence an advertiser should have if the
advertiser wishes to make a claim in an advertisement that
purports to be based on a test (e.g., laboratory tests,
consumer surveys, etc.).

Third Party Trademarks and Copyrights in Advertis-
ing

These sections discuss the extent to which the subject
country permits advertisers to use the trademarks or
copyrighted works of a third party in advertisements without
the third party’s authorization. These sections may be
particularly relevant for those considering the use of
comparative advertisements in a particular country, as the
permissibility of comparative advertisements is not interna-
tionally uniform.

Entertainment Law

Sources

Those involved in the entertainment industry often
choose foreign countries for filming movies or television
shows based on practical considerations such as costs and
environmental settings. Such parties also should be aware of
the legal implications arising from their choice of location.
These sections describe the basic principles of entertainment
law in the subject countries, and the extent to which a con-
stitution or similar instrument plays a role in the entertain-
ment context. In addition, these sections list and summarize
relevant statutory sources of entertainment law, as well as
any relevant case law. These sections thus provide a rele-
vant background for those seeking to engage in
entertainment-related activities in a particular country.

Types

This section discusses the various types of legal matters
that may be characterized as entertainment law in the
subject country, such as legal issues that may be encountered
by those in the entertainment industry in the subject
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country. For instance, such matters may include labor and
employment law, contract law, tax issues, immigration and
customs issues, intellectual property licensing, and gaming
laws, among others.

Art Law

Sources

These sections discuss the main sources of law relating
to the sale of artworks, as well as the sources of law for art-
ists’ rights. While there are some common threads among all
of the countries in this book with respect to copyrights, the
laws diverge in the context of moral rights and resale rights.
Those seeking to use or sell copyrighted works in foreign
countries should be aware of such rights that are retained
by the author or artist in such countries.

Relationships

The sections under this heading discuss the various types
of relationships that may be entered between an art dealer
and an artist, as well as the relationships that may be
entered between an art dealer and a purchaser.

Art Auctions

The sale of the most valuable works of art often occurs at
auction. The section under this heading discusses various
laws and regulations that apply to auction houses. This sec-
tion will thus be relevant to those seeking to sell or acquire
a work of art at an auction in a given country.

“Stolen” Artworks

This section discusses legal issues surrounding stolen
artworks. In particular, the section discusses the legal
implications that arise when a party receives a work of art
in good faith, where it is later discovered that the artwork
was in fact stolen. Where applicable, this section also
discusses the handling of artworks that have been stolen
from a country many years past, as well as issues surround-
ing works that are deemed to have cultural significance. The
reader will find that certain countries place restrictions on
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the export of works that are deemed to be culturally
significant.
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